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s/c 3 − FGM B
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s/c 3 − FGM B
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s/c 3, Lat. deg.














s/c 3, Long. deg.
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Solar Wind: 05:08:10 −− 05:08:22
HFA: 05:08:40 −− 05:08:52
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SIGNAL (P−MODEL + GAUSSIAN NOISE + WAVES)
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416+ 1(-.+4 *046%#(, 81*/ 4$( *0-(1:64%*# *8 4$( -C! V+.-4(1 -56(1684L M$( 5*3(1 -5(416+$#)
,(#-%4%(- <=>?@ *8 4$( /6&#(4% ;(+, 3(1( */5.4(, 6*1,%#& 4* 4$( W(+$X- < GIO@ /(4$*,L "#$#!
Q%&L IL 3( -$*3 4$( =>?- *8 HY - +*#& -(Z.(#(- *8 4$( 4%/(7-(1%(- 1(*1,(, 0(43((# YB[Y\[DY$#"
7 YB[YG[ Y 6#, YB[YO[YY 7 YB[YO[HYF %L(L 0(8*1( 6#, %#-%,( 4$( JQP 6:%4)L M$( PSD(f) ∼ f−b$ #
5*3(17+63 $6164(1 *8 4$( -5(416 %- (:%,(#4 0*4$ %# 4$( 6#*/6+) 6#, 4$( -*+61 3%#,L J*3(:(1F 4$($  
JQP -5(41./ -$*3- 6 -5(416+ 01(6T 64 60*.4 4$( 81(Z.(#) *8 f = 3HzL M$( (A5*#(#4- *8 4$($ $
5*3(17+63 -5(416 *8 4$( 6/0%(#4 -*+61 3%#, 6#, 4$( JQP 4%/(7-(1%(- %# 4$( +*3781(Z.(#) 1(&%/($ %
<f < 3Hz@ 61( -%/%+61 %/5+)%#& 4$64 4$( 4.10.+(#4 51*5(14%(- *8 4$( 06T&1*.#, 2.4.64%*#- 61($ &
/*,%;(, ,*/%#6#4+) %# 4$( $%&$781(Z.(#) 1(&%/( ,.1%#& 4$( JQP 5(1%*,L "4 %- (/5$6-%R(, 4$64$ '
4$( *//*# -5(416+ (A5*#(#4 %- +*-( 4* 4$64 51(,%4(, 0) E*+/*&*1*: < GH @ 8*1 4$( -5(416 *8$ (
#(.416+ %-*41*5% $),1*,)#6/%6+ 4.10.+(#(L$ )
U*4(F $*3(:(1F 4$64 4$( 51*4*# &)1*81(Z.(#) %#-%,( 4$( 6#*/6+) <B ≈ 5nT @ %- 60*.4 YLY\ JR$ !

























































































































































 !"#$% &' ()*%$ +,%.$/0 1%2+!.3 4(567 )8 .9% :/"2%.! ;%01 .!:%<+%$!%+ $%)$1%1 =3 .9% +>? +,/%$/8. =%.*%%2
@A'@B'C@ < @A'@D'E@ 40%8.7 /21 @A'@F'@@ < @A'@F'G@ 4$!"9.7H !I%I !2+!1% /21 =%8)$% .9% J K /L!.3I M9% =)..): ,/2%0+
+9)* .9% 1!N%$%2%+ =%.*%%2 .9% (56 /21 .9% ;..%1 ,)*%$<0/* #$L%+I
"#$$#%&'#() *&)+, (- '.*/.0,)' "1)&2#$4 56,*, #$ )( 0,&* (/$,*7&'#()&0 ,7#",),8 6(9,7,*8 '6&'  !
"#$$#%&'#7, %6,)(2,)& '&:, %0&, /,1()" '6, %*('() +1*($&0, ;<0,=&)"*(7&8 >??@A #) &$'*(%61$#&0  "
%0&$2&$4 B)$',&"8 #' #$ *,,)'01 &*+.," '6&' '6, 2.0'#C$&0, '.*/.0,)' %*(,$$,$ &) /, #)',*%*,'," #)   
'6, -*&2, (- +1*(:#),'# ",$*#%'#() ;D(9,$ ,' &048 >??@E F6,:(6#6#) ,' &048 >??GA8 96,*, '6, 6#+6C  #
-*,H.,)1 I.'.&'#()$ .)'#0 '6, ,0,'*() +1*($&0, &*, &$$(#&'," /1 & )()C0#),&* ,),*+1 &$&",  $
+(7,*)," /1 :#),'# <0-7J) 9&7,$ ;K&0, ,' &048 >??LA8 *&'6,* '6&) /1 "#$$#%&'#7, %*(,$$,$4 <)  %
&0',*)&'#7, ,=%0&)&'#() -(* '6, %(9,*C0&9 $%,'*.2 /,1()" '6, %*('() +1*($&0, (),*)$ 9#'6 '6,  &
I.#" ",$*#%'#() (- '6, '.*/.0,)' %6,)(2,)& &)" 9#'6 '6, #)0.$#() (- '6, D&00 ',*2 #) '6, MDN  '
,H.&'#()$ ;$,, O&0'#,* &)" K.60#)8 >??P &)" *,-,*,),$ '6,*,#)A4 B) '6#$ &$,8 '6, 6#+6C-*,H.,)1  (
,0,'*(2&+),'# I.'.&'#()$ &) /, &$$(#&'," 9#'6 )()0#),&* "#$%,*$#7, 9&7, %*(,$$,$ #) 96#6  )
'6, 96#$'0,* 9&7,$ '&:, '6, 0,&"#)+ *(0,4 Q(', '6&' &(*"#)+ '( '6, RS<TS 2,&$.*,2,)'$ (- #!
$U> $%&,*&-' '6, 2,&) *&'#( /,'9,,) %&*&00,0 &)" %,*%,)"#.0&* ,0,'*() ',2%,*&'.*, #) '6, #"
#)7,$'#+&'," DV< ,)'*, 9&$ 0($, '( .)#'18 '6,*,-(*, '6, "*#7#)+ (- 96#$'0,* 9&7,$ 9&$ .)*,&0#$'#4 # 
B) '6, 0(9C-*,H.,)1 *&)+, (- '6, DV< $%,'*.28 '6, %(9,*C0&9 &%%*(&6 -&#0$ '( &.*&',01 W' ##


































































 !"#$%$& '(%&$)(*+ "*, -%(,(*+.!(*,/!0)/1"1(%(&2 ,$*-(&2 '3*4&(/* 5-!.0,'6 "*"%2-(- /' 7'" &(8$.-$)($- !
"# %&'#( ") *+',(#-%".# /%0# %1,0,1,#' %''*,%1#( /,12 12# 345 #0*.&1,*+ 6'## 78&.,+ #1 %.9: ;<<=> !"
%+( 12# 2#%1,+? *@ 12# A.%'B% A%-1,.#'9 C2%+? #1 %.9 6;< <> '&??#'1#( 12%1 *+# *@ 12# A*'',".# !#
%+(,(%1#' @*- #.#1-*+ 2#%1,+? ,+ 345' ,' 12# #.#1-*'1%1, .*/#-D2)"-,( /%0#'9 E*+',(#-,+? 12%1 !$
12# B%?+#1, F#.( %BA.,1&(# ,+ 12# ,+0#'1,?%1#( 345 ,' %-*&+( G +7: 12# 2%-%1#-,'1, @-#H&#+) !%
*@ .*/#- 2)"-,( /%0#' ,' %"*&1 I9; 3J: 12%1 ,' +#%- 1* 12# @-#H&#+) *@ 12# 'A#1-%. "-#%K9 72,' !&
F+(,+? /*&.( '&AA*-1 12# 12#*-) 12%1 "#)*+( 12# 'A#1-%. "-#%K % +#/ %'%(# A-*#'' #B#-?#' '(
,+0*.0,+? #+#-?) -#B+%+1 %@1#- 12# *+',(#-%".# 2#%1,+? *@ A.%'B% A%-1,.#'9 72# +#/ %'%(# ,' ')
2%-%1#-,J#( ") % '1##A A*/#-D.%/ 'A#1-&B #L2,",1,+? % '%.,+? #LA*+#+1 *@ %"*&1 D!9 ' 
4-*B 12# *BA%-,'*+ *@ 12# 'A#1-% *@ 12# '*.%- /,+( %+( 345 1,B#D'#-,#' ,1 ,' *+.&(#( '!
12%1 12# "%', 'A#1-%. A#&.,%-,1,#' *@ 12# 345 A2#+*B#+*+ %-# 6 > 12# 'A#1-%. "-#%K %-*&+( 12# ''
@-#H&#+) *@ %"*&1 f = 3Hz %+( 6;> 12# (-%'1, '1##A#+,+? *@ 12# 'A#1-&B "#)*+( 12# "-#%K9 '"
M+ *-(#- 1* 2#K 12# -*"&'1+#'' *@ 12#'# F+(,+?': 12# 0%-,%1,*+' *@ 12# 'A#1-%. #LA*+#+1' ,+ 12# '#
.*/ 6f < 3Hz> %+( 2,?2 6f > 3Hz> @-#H&#+) -%+?#' /#-# ,+0#'1,?%1#( ,+ 1#-B' *@ 1,B# *+ 12# '$
"%',' *@ % '.,(,+? /,+(*/ %+%.)','9 72# 'N ; 1,B#D'#-,#' A-#'#+1#( ,+ 4,?9  9 /%' (,0,(#( ,+1* I< '%
'#*+(' *0#-.%AA,+? '#H&#+#' @*- /2,2 12# 'A#1-% %+( 12# F11#( #LA*+#+1' ,+ 12# 1/* @-#H&#+) '&
"%+(' /#-# %&1*B%1,%..) *BA&1#( %+( -#@#--#( 1* 12# #+1-# 1,B# *@ 12# '#H&#+#'9 72# 1#BA*-%. "(
0%-,%1,*+' *@ 12# #LA*+#+1' '2*/+ ,+ 4,?9 O9 .#%-.) #0,(#+# 12# 2%+?# *@ 12# 'A#1-%. A-*A#-1) ")
*@ 12# B%?+#1, F#.( ,+ -#.%1,*+ /,12 12# 2*1 P*/ %+*B%.)9 M1 ,' %.'* #0,(#+#( 12%1 /2,.# *&1',(# " 
12# %+*B%.) 12# 'A#1-%. '.*A#' %-# ',B,.%- ,+ 12# 1/* @-#H&#+) "%+(': (&-,+? 12# %+*B%.) 12# "!
A*/#-D.%/ #LA*+#+1': *+ 12# *+# 2%+(: (,0#-?# @-*B #%2 *12#- "#.*/ %+( %"*0# f ∼ 3Hz: *+ 12# "'
*12#- 2%+( #L2,",1 +#%-.) *+'1%+1 0%.&#' ,+ 12# 1/* -%+?#'9 72# .%11#- F+(,+? %Q-B' 12# A#&.,%- ""
%+( '1%1,*+%-) ()+%B,' ,+',(# 12# %+*B%.)9 "#
 ! "#$%&%' (&'%)*+, #+- .&*-*+,/0*+-10 2)13#3*&*'4 -%+5*'4 67+'*1+ 9."/:;<= #+#&/ "$
45*5 16 ><? '*@%/5%)*%5 "%
E*+',(#-,+? 12# %0#-%?# ',J# *@ 2*1 P*/ %+*B%.) %0,1,#' *@ 12# *-(#- *@ '*B# RE 6R%-12 -%(,,> "&
%+( 12# B#%+ '*.%- /,+( 0#.*,1) *@ %"*&1 !DG<< KBN': 12# #LA#1#( (&-%1,*+ *@ % 345 #0#+1 ,+ 12# #(
'A%#-%@1 -#*-(' ,' .#'' 12%+  B,+&1#9 M+ 12# %'# *@ ;;9G 3J '%BA.,+? @-#H&#+) -#*-( ,1 B#%+' #)
%"*&1  <<< *"'#-0%1,*+' @*- %+) A2)',%. A%-%B#1#-: 12%1 ,' 2%-(.) #+*&?2 @*- % %-#@&. '1%1,'1,%. # 
%+%.)',' @*&',+? *+ -%-# ,+1#-B,11#+1 #0#+1' *@ 1&-"&.#+1 ()+%B,'9 S# 12#-#@*-# A-*A*'# 1* %--) #!
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s/c C2 Total Field Magnetic record


















Temporal variation of spectral exponents obtained for low and high frequency ranges
β
1
 0.3 < f < 3 Hz
β
2
 f > 3 Hz
 !"#$% &' ()% *+",%-! /%01 2+$!+-!3, $%3$1%1 45 -)% 67 89 80#6-%$ 6:+%$+;- <-3: :+,%0= +,1 -)% -%*:3$+0
2+$!+-!3, 3; -)% 6:%-$+0 %>:3,%,-6 3; -)% PSD(f) ∼ f−β :3?%$@0+? /-6 34-+!,%1 ;3$ -)% 03? <f < 3Hz, β1= +,1
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"#$%#&'(" )*$*+'"'$, -'./. 0*"(',,1 2$3+ "4' 536(,"$'*+ #("7& "4' #),"$'*+ )*$" 32 "4' 7(8',"7/*"'5 !"
9:; '8'(",. <3"' "4*" "47, *(*&=,7, 7, ,#7"*%&' 23$ +3(7"3$7(/ "4' 8*$7*"73( 32 "#$%#&'(" )$3)'$"7', !!
*&3(/ * "7+'>,'$7',? %#" (3" *))&7*%&' 23$ A#*("7"*"78'&= 4*$*"'$7B7(/ "4' "#$%#&'(" 5=(*+7,. !#
C4' "#$%#&'(" 036 7, * ,)*"73>"'+)3$*& 5=(*+7*& )$3',, 7( 6474 (#+'$3#, ,)*"7*& ,"$#"#$', !$
-'557',1 *))'*$ 67"4 57D'$'(" ,)*"7*& 'E"'(". F7"4 ,7(/&'>,)*'$*2" $'3$5,? 436'8'$? "#$%#&'(' !%
*( %' ,"#57'5 3(&= 7( "'+)3$*& ,*&'? *(5 23$ "4' ,)*"7*& 'E"'(,73(, 32 "4' $',#&", "4' C*=&3$ #&
4=)3"4',7, 4*, "3 %' 7(83G'5 -93$%#$=? HIII1. C4' +#&"7>,)*'$*2" +7,,73(,? &7G' J&#,"'$? 3( "4' #'
3"4'$ 4*(5 )$3875' #(7A#' 3))3$"#(7"= 23$ +3(7"3$7(/ "4' ,7+#&"*('3#, ,)*"7*& 0#"#*"73( 32 "4' # 
)&*,+* )$3)'$"7', *+3(/ "4' ,)*'$*2"? *, 6'&&. K( "47, *,' "4' ,)*"7*& ,*&', *(5 57$'"73(, #(
"4*" *( %' ,"#57'5 *$' 5'"'$+7('5 %= "4' $'&*"78' )3,7"73(, 32 "4' ,)*'$*2" )*$"77)*"7(/ 7( "4' #)
+7,,73(. #"
K( "4' 23&&367(/ ,'"73(,? 6' ,436 "4' $',#&", 32 ,&757(/>67(536 )$3%*%7&7"= 5'(,7"= 2#("73( #!
*(*&=,', *$$7'5 3#" 67"4 "4' #,' 32 "'+)3$*& 7($'+'(", 32 ,7(/&'>,)*'$*2" *(5 ,)*"7*& 57D'$'(', ##
32 ,7+#&"*('3#, +#&"7>,)*'$*2" +*/('"7 L'&5 $'3$5, 32 "4' 7(8',"7/*"'5 9:; '8'(". #$
 !"! #$%&'()*+()$* (,& (&-./0+1 2&13 )$0&-&$(' #%
C4' Bτ (t) = B(t+ τ)−B(t) "'+)3$*& 7($'+'(" ,'$7', 32 "4' +*/('"7 $'3$5, 6'$' 3+)#"'5 $&
67"4 "7+' ,*&' 32 τ = 1, 5, 10s. C4' 67(536 675"4 *(5 "4' "7+' ,472" )*$*+'"'$, 32 "4' ,&757(/ $'
67(536 *(*&=,7, 6'$' W = 30 s *(5 S = 2 s? $',)'"78'&=. C4' $',#&", *$' ,#++*$7B'5 7( :7/. M. $ 
:3$ "4' *,' 32 "4' 3$7/7(*& "7+'>,'$7', -&'2" )*('&, 32 :7/. M.1 "4' 23#$"4 +3+'(", 32 "4' 67(536'5 $(
7($'+'("*& "7+'>,'$7', -0*"(',,1 'E47%7" ('*$&= N*#,,7*( 8*&#', #),"$'*+ *(5 536(,"$'*+ 32 "4' $)
9:;? 7( *&& 7(8',"7/*"'5 "7+' ,*&',. K( "4' &'*57(/ *(5 "$*7&7(/ )*$",? 436'8'$? "4' OP:, 32 "4' $"
7($'+'("*& "7+'>,'$7', ,''+ "3 %' 7($'*,7(/&= (3(>N*#,,7*( "36*$5, "4' ,+*&&'$ ,*&', "4*" 7, * $!
&'*$ ,7/(*"#$' 32 7("'$+7""'(" 0#"#*"73(, 7( "4' 3+)$',,73(*& '5/',. C4' ,&757(/ OP: *(*&=,7, $#
32 "4' '("$*& )*$" 32 "4' 9:;? 3( "4' 3"4'$ 4*(5? $'&7', 3( ,"34*,"7 0#"#*"73(, 7( "4' 47/4'$ $$
"'+)3$*& ,*&', -τ = 5, 10s1? 647&' 7" 'E47%7", * +35'$*"' 5'87*"73( 2$3+ "4' N*#,,7*( 8*$7*"73(, $%
*" "4' ,+*&&'," ,*&' -τ = 1s1. %&
Q( "4' %*,7, 32 "4' ,=("4'"7 *(*&=,7, 7" 6*, 3(R'"#$'5 "4*" "4' ,''+7(/&= N*#,,7*( ,"*"7,"7, %'
32 *( 7($'+'("*& "7+'>,'$7', 53', (3" ('',,*$7&= +'*( "4' &*G 32 7("'$+7""'(=? %#" 7" *( *&,3 % 
%' $',#&"'5 7( %= 4*$+3(7 6*8' 3+)3('(", '+%'55'5 7( "#$%#&'(" %*G/$3#(5. C4'$'23$' "4' %(
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"#$ %&'%$()&$#*+) ,-. /0) %&1)$/%2#/%-& -, /0) *#42.-5&' &-%$6 7(.-*#*+6 /5.*5+)&/8 95/5#/%-&$: !"
;.-< /0) $()/.#+ .)$5+/$ %/ "#$ -&+5')' /0#/ /0) "#1) #/%1%/6 %&$%') /0) %&1)$/%2#/)' =;> !#
-5+' '-<%&#/) /0) '6&#<%#+ (.-()./%)$ %& ,.)?5)&%)$ *)+-" @ =A: ;-. /0%$ .)#$-& /0) 5/B-C !$
,.)?5)&6 -, /0) 0%20B(#$$ D+/). (.-)$$ "#$ $)/ /- @ =A: E0) D+/).)' $%2&#+$ ").) -*/#%&)' *6 /0) !%
%&1).$) "#1)+)/ /.#&$,-.<#/%-& -, "#1)+)/ -)F%)&/$ *)+-&2%&2 /- /)<(-.#+ $#+)$ 0%20). /0#& G:@ !!
$: H1%')&/+6I /0) D+/).%&2 $5((.)$$)$ # -&$%').#*+) (#./ -, /0) /5.*5+)&/ '6&#<%$ "%/0-5/ "0%0&''
/0) ,5++ ?5#&/%/#/%1) 0#.#/).%A#/%-& -, #&6 -, /0) 5&').+6%&2 (06$%#+ (.-)$$)$ %$ &-/ ,)#$%*+):&'(
J& /0) -/0). 0#&'I %/ %$ #+$- $5((-$)' /0#/ /0) D+/).)' /%<) $%2&#+I 1-%' -, "#1) -<(-&)&/$I&' 
#& 4))( .)+)1#&/ %&,-.<#/%-& /- $/#/%$/%#++6 .)(.)$)&/ /0) /5.*5+)&/ (.-()./%)$ -, /0) $6$/)< %&&'&
0%20B,.)?5)&%)$I #/ +)#$/ %& # ?5#+%/#/%1) "#6:&')
E0) D+/).)' $%2&#+I %/$ "#1)+)/ $#+-2.#< #&' /0) .)$5+/ -, %/$ KLBMN; #&#+6$%$ %$ $0-"& %&&'"
/0) .%20/ (#&)+$ -, ;%2: O: >$ ,-. /0) #$) -, /0) -.%2%&#+ $%2&#+I /0) /)<(-.#+ %&.)<)&/$ ").)&'#
τ = 1, 5, 10s: P/ %$ +)#.+6 $))& ,.-< /0) /)<(-.#+ 1#.%#/%-& -, /0) 9#/&)$$ /0#/ %& /0) ().%-' -, /0)&'$
=;> /0) MN;B$ ')1%#/) -&$%').#*+6 ,.-< /0) Q#5$$%#&I "0%+) %& /0) 5($/.)#< #&' '-"&$/.)#<&'%
(#./$ -, /0) #&-<#+-5$ .)2%-& /0) 95/5#/%-&$ .)<#%& $/-0#$/%I %& #++ %&1)$/%2#/)' $#+)$: J& /0)&'!
-/0). 0#&'I /0) $#+) ')()&')&6 -, /0) 9#/&)$$ '-)$ &-/ $0-" # +)#. )1%')&) ,-. %&.)#$%&2+6&('
&-&BQ#5$$%#& $/#/%$/%$ -, /0) %&.)<)&/#+ $).%)$ "%/0 $<#++). #&' $<#++). $#+)$ '5.%&2 /0) #&-<#+6I&((
)$()%#++6 %& /0) )&/.#+ .)2%-& #&' /0) /.#%+%&2 )'2) -, /0) =;> #1%/6: E0%$ D&'%&2 %$ #&#+-2-5$&( 
"%/0 /0#/ -*/#%&)' ,-. /0) /)$/ #&#+6$%$ #..%)' -5/ "%/0 /0) D+/).)' $6&/0)/% $%2&#+ -&/#%&%&2&(&
%&/).<%//)&/ -<(-&)&/: E05$I %/ %$ #.25)' /0#/ /0) #<*%25-5$ $#+%&2 ')()&')&) -, /0) MN;$ -,&()
/0) .)#+ D+/).)' /%<)B$).%)$ '-)$ &-/ <)#& %&)1%/#*+6 /0) +#4 -, %&/).<%//)&6I *5/ %/ %$ (.-*#*+6&("
.)$5+/)' %& *6 /0) D+/). (.-)$$I /0#/ '.#$/%#++6 %&95)&)$ /0) <5+/%B$#+) *)0#1%-5. -, /0) #&#+6$)'&(#
$%2&#+$:&($
L) -&+5') /0)&I /0#/ /0) D+/).%&2 -&$%').#*+6 )&0#&)$ /0) &-&BQ#5$$%#& 0#.#/). -, /0)&(%
=;> <#2&)/% /%<)B$).%)$ #&' -&D.<$ /0) (.)1#%+%&2 &#/5.) -, %&/).<%//)&/ <5+/%B$#+) (.-)$$)$&(!
%& /0) #1%/6: E0) $/.-&2)$/ %&/).<%//)&6 #(()#.$ %& /0) )'2)$ -, /0) #&-<#+6 0#.#/).%A)' *6& '
-<(.)$$%-&#+ $0-4: E0) MN; #&#+6$%$ #..%)' -5/ "%/0 $(#/%#+ D)+' '%C).)&)$ #+$- #F.< /0)$)& (
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SIGNAL (P−MODEL + GAUSSIAN NOISE + WAVES)
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Time − UT (2007.01.04. 05h)
s/c1 − s/c2
D = 4668 km
α = 67 °















D = 7914 km
α = 68 °














Time − UT (2007.01.04. 05h)
s/c1 − s/c4
D = 7585 km
α = 68 °















D = 11220 km
α = 85 °














Time − UT (2007.01.04. 05h)
s/c2 − s/c4
D = 10874 km
α = 85 °















D = 371 km
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s/c 3 − FGM B
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s/c 3, Lat. deg.





















































Solar Wind: 05:08:10 −− 05:08:22
HFA: 05:08:40 −− 05:08:52
Figure4









SIGNAL (P−MODEL + GAUSSIAN NOISE + WAVES)




















































































































































































s/c C2 Total Field Magnetic record


















Temporal variation of spectral exponents obtained for low and high frequency ranges
β
1
 0.3 < f < 3 Hz
β
2
 f > 3 Hz
Figure7











SIGNAL (P−MODEL + GAUSSIAN NOISE + WAVES)



























































































Time − UT (2007.01.04. 05h)
s/c1 − s/c2
D = 4668 km
α = 67 °















D = 7914 km
α = 68 °














Time − UT (2007.01.04. 05h)
s/c1 − s/c4
D = 7585 km
α = 68 °















D = 11220 km
α = 85 °














Time − UT (2007.01.04. 05h)
s/c2 − s/c4
D = 10874 km
α = 85 °















D = 371 km
α = 71 °
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